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Private labels or store brands are an important source of profits for retailers and a formidable source of competition for national brand manufacturers. Market share of private labels, however, varies dramatically across categories. The authors propose and test a framework to explain this variation in order to understand the determinants of private label success in the U.S. supermarket industry. They find that private labels perform better in large categories offering high margins. Private labels also do better when competing against fewer national manufacturers who spend less on national advertising. Surprisingly, high quality is much more important than lower price.

In 1989, private labels or store brands accounted for 65 percent of sales of frozen green and wax beans and for 25 percent of sales of liquid bleach but for only 1.1 percent of sales of personal deodorants. As shown in Table 1, private label market share (in terms of both dollar sales and units sold) varies significantly across supermarket merchandise groups. What factors account for this variation? Private labels traditionally have been merchandised on the basis of price. The conventional wisdom has been that store brands should offer acceptable quality relative to national brands, but they should emphasize price. Recently, however, some retailers have been emphasizing quality over price; they have received a great deal of attention in the trade press and caused alarm among national brand manufacturers. For example, A&P is aggressively introducing a high-end line of private label products under the Master Choice label, reportedly under the influence of its German parent, Tengelmann.¹ In this paper, we propose and test a framework to explain variation across categories in private label dollar share. We try to isolate the determinants of success and examine the roles of relative price and quality. Such understanding appears particularly timely in light of recent highly publicized price rollbacks by national brands such as Marlboro and Pampers. These moves are apparently responses to the threat manufacturers perceive from lower price alternatives, including private labels. This research attempts to understand the nature of that threat.

Private labels represent a sizable fraction of general merchandise retailing.² Our focus is on store brands in the food retailing industry, where they accounted for 13 percent of U.S. supermarket sales in the year ending 30 June 1991.³ In that period, sales in all U.S. grocery stores amounted to $368.5 billion, implying private label sales of $48 billion. Private labels have a greater share of unit sales because they are priced 21 percent below the national brands on average. When we refer to “share” in this paper, we mean dollar share unless otherwise noted.

Private labels can be exclusive retailer programs (such as the Dominick's brand at Dominick's Finer Foods or A&P's Ann Page) or they can be developed by a third party (such as Topco or Loblaw). The category also includes generic products with black-and-white labels. For retailers and manufacturers, the level of private label share in a category has substantial strategic and operating implications. Private labels can confer a significant measure of exclusivity to the retailer that runs them. In many categories, private labels are the dominant “brand,” such as brick cheese. Viewed as a single brand, private labels are the number-one seller in seventy-seven Selling Areas Marketing, Inc. (SAMI) categories, out of more than 250, and one of the top three sellers in 41 percent of SAMI categories.⁴ Industry sources suggest that retailer gross margins on private labels are 20 percent to 30 percent higher than on national brands. In order to earn these higher margins, however, retailers must devote re-
Table 1  Performance of Private Labels by Category in U.S. Supermarkets, 1989

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Dollar Share of Private Labels</th>
<th>Unit Share of Private Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry Grocery: Food</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Grocery: Nonfood</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Foods</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerated Foods</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Beauty Aids</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Supermarket</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SAMI/Burke for the Private Label Manufacturers Association.

souces to procurement, packaging, branding, and promotion, and they must give precious shelf space to private labels. For manufacturers of national brands, private labels constitute an important source of competition, and manufacturers must have a strategy for dealing with them. Retailers, for instance, have the advantage of taking a free ride on manufacturers’ product development efforts. In this period of contentiousness between the two parties, it is important to be able to identify the factors that lead to private label success.

History of Private Labels

Private labels began in the grocery chains of the turn of the century, pioneered by retailers such as A&P, then the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company. Grocery chains, such as Safeway and Kroger, and wholesale and retail cooperatives, such as IGA and Certified Grocers, were all prominent in the development and use of private labels, and they typically had substantial manufacturing interests in these programs. Manufacturer brands in the food business began to develop after the Civil War. They grew with each successive innovation in advertising media, but especially with the development of supermarkets, such as King Kullen in Jamaica, New York, in the 1920s and 1930s. Early supermarkets were the discounters of their era. They employed self-service and nontraditional space such as unused warehouses to cut costs while relying on manufacturer brands to control marketing overhead. The grocery chains followed supermarkets into the use of large self-service space, gradually ceding to the promotional power of manufacturer brands in their merchandising decisions. The diffusion of commercial television in the post-war period dramatically changed the economics of mass communication and cemented the role of manufacturer brands in food retailing.

Private labels have accounted for an average of 14.1 percent of U.S. supermarket sales over the past twenty years. They have performed substantially better in Canada and Europe. In Canada, store brands accounted for 20 percent of supermarket sales in the year ending 30 June 1990. The largest selling brand of chocolate chip cookie in Canada is Loblaw’s private label, President’s Choice. Between 1982 and 1990, while private label share declined in the United States, it rose from 13 percent to 23 percent in Germany and from 25 percent to 30 percent in the United Kingdom. Private label programs in Europe are also qualitatively different from those in the United States in that their products span the range of the quality spectrum, sometimes dominating the quality and assortment offered by manufacturers. The strength of private labels in Canada and Europe is presumably the consequence of a number of factors. Smaller national markets tend to favor fewer strong national competitors. Retail concentration also tends to be higher in Europe. And the imagination and management talent devoted to private labels in Europe also tends to be of a higher level than in the United States.

The variation in private label share is closely linked to the business cycle. In Figure 1, private label market share is plotted against personal disposable income (we have statistically removed the yearly upward trend that is present in disposable income). Regression analysis of these data clearly demonstrates that changes in the share of private labels are inversely related to both coincident and lagged changes in disposable income. The belief that consumers are more price conscious during recessions is thus partly borne out; as incomes fall, consumers switch to private labels from national brands. However, we believe that the explanation is more complex. Manufacturers often set advertising budgets as a percentage of sales, so that they decrease their brand support during economic downturns, exacerbating the consumer income effect. Retailers, anticipating this consumer income effect, typically increase investment in their private labels during downturns. Thus performance of private labels may be due in part to a self-
fulfilling prophecy about consumer behavior on the part of manufacturers and retailers.

**Determinants of Private Label Success**

Although variations in personal fortunes may help to explain year-to-year changes in demand for private labels, the relative performance of private labels in different categories cannot be explained so easily. There are three sets of players whose expectations and actions interact to affect private label success: consumers, retailers, and manufacturers. The needs, expectations, and behavior of consumers define the demand side. Retailer allocation decisions affect the supply. And the environment within which private labels compete is affected by the number, competitiveness, and actions of manufacturers of national brands.

**Consumers**

One of the primary roles of branding is to assure consumers of product quality.\(^{11}\) Branded products reduce consumer risk because they are likely to have lower variance in product quality.\(^{12}\) Although Porter and others have argued that there may be an inherent tradeoff between quality and market share, several studies of the Profit Impact of Marketing Strategy (PIMS) database have found that higher-quality products achieve higher market shares and return on investment.\(^{13}\) And even though PIMS firms are large national manufacturers, we expect similar results for private labels. Several studies quoted in the trade press attest to the importance of private label quality for consumers. A 1990 Gallup poll reported that 85 percent of consumers felt that quality was “very important” in their decision to repurchase a store brand, as contrasted with 73 percent who rated price as “very important.”\(^{14}\) Another Gallup study found that 73 percent of consumers rated private label quality as “very important” in their decision of where to shop, and 60 percent rated the variety of store brands offered as a “very important” determinant of store choice.\(^{15}\)

The quality of a private label may be seen as having two dimensions: (1) the mean level of quality relative to that of national brands and (2) the variability in quality.\(^{16}\) The first dimension depends on technological barriers in manufacturing. In some categories (such as canned and frozen fruits and vegetables, vitamins, and sugar), the level of processing is low. Technology is inexpensive, and it has been around for a long time; there is likely to be excess manufacturer capacity. In other categories (such as paper products, batteries, laundry soap, cleansers, and frozen entrees), processing sophistication is high, and national brand manufacturers actively compete by way of continuous and expensive investments in technological innovation. The comparative quality of private labels in these categories is likely to be low.

Quality variability for private labels depends on the
difficulty of implementing reliable, low-defect manufacturing. Again, for categories involving relatively unsophisticated manufacturing processes that are widely diffused, quality variability for private labels is likely to be low. For categories in which quality control involves manufacturing sophistication and plant automation levels that many private label manufacturers do not have, private label variability is likely to be high. Private label shares are likely to be higher in categories in which private labels have higher relative quality and lower variability.

The effect of private label quality on consumer choice and market share may be moderated by price. Consumers are likely to be willing to trade off price with quality, such that given a particular quality level, private labels may enjoy higher shares when their relative price is lower. However, some argue that private labels are likely to do well in categories where consumers are particularly price sensitive. In such categories, private labels may be sold at a smaller discount off the national brand price. Indeed one researcher found that private labels obtained higher share in categories where they sold at a small discount. Hence, the effect of relative price on consumer choice is ambiguous.

**Retailers**

Having a private label brand presence in any product category requires that the retailer make an investment in packaging, inventory, everyday shelf space, promotional display space, and feature advertising. The functions of branding, packaging, production coordination or sourcing, and advertising are traditional manufacturer functions that are performed entirely by retailers for their private labels. The retailer bears the opportunity cost of shelf space as the minimum performance hurdle for maintaining everyday shelf space for private labels. In addition, promotional displays and feature advertising for national brands are funded cooperatively by the manufacturer and retailer, but they are funded entirely by the retailer in private label programs.

To recover these fixed costs, retailers must allocate resources to categories with the highest potential. Holding all else constant, the returns from a private label program will be highest in large categories (in dollar terms) that have high gross profit margins associated with them. Even a small share of a large category (e.g., ready-to-eat cereals) generates sufficient revenues to cover the overhead of the program, and high margins leave room to underprice the national brands and still make profits. We expect that private label shares will be higher in categories with higher dollar sales and higher gross profit margins. The retailer, however, cannot be myopic and ignore the effect of private labels on national manufacturer support of the major brands in the category. One study suggests that private label dominance in a category can lead to declines in manufacturer support and eventual contraction in sales and profitability for the category.

**Private labels are likely to be more successful in categories where they do not compete head on with differentiated national brands backed by heavy “pre-sell.”**

Some industry observers believe that successful private label programs should focus on the merchandising of private labels “in addition” to national brands rather than “instead of” them and concentrate on categories with “substantial movement” and “profit opportunity.”

**Manufacturers**

Manufacturers’ national brands are in direct competition with retailers’ private labels. Competition from national brands affects the difficulty of entering a category and subsequent sales success. Ease of entry into a category is dependent on the barriers created by national brand manufacturers. Two significant barriers to entry are competitive variety and advertising. Private labels are likely to be more successful in categories where they do not compete head on with differentiated national brands backed by heavy “pre-sell.”

- **Product Variety.** Categories differ in terms of the number of manufacturers in the market, the number of brands and product variants they offer, and the level of new product development activity. For example, there are over 1,100 shampoos on the market offered by many manufacturers with many brands in multiple sizes. In contrast, there are few national manufacturers of brands of salt and sugar and few size and flavor variants. Variety acts as a barrier to entry because market share is carved up into so many pieces. It’s hard for any new product, private label or national brand, to gain significant market share. Moreover, when new product activity is high, private label manufacturers will be hard pressed to mimic proprietary technology in a timely manner. We hypothesize that the greater the variety in a category, the lower the share of private labels in the category.

- **Advertising and Promotion Intensity.** Farris and Albion have argued that advertising may raise barriers to entry. Advertising can build the reputation of premi-
um brands or raise their brand equity. In general, retailers will find it difficult to match the advertising levels of manufacturers. There are substantial scale differences between national manufacturers and local retailers, and margins are much tighter on the retail side. Manufacturers also have a much greater stake in their categories than retailers do; retailers have more than three hundred grocery categories to manage, and they spend significantly more of their advertising budgets on features (price and place) than on their "brand," that is, store image. We expect that the higher the level of spending on advertising by national manufacturers, the lower the share of private labels.

The extent of promotions in a category may also have an impact on the willingness of consumers to buy private labels. Lal suggests that heavy promotional spending by national brands can crowd private labels out of the market. We hypothesize that private labels will obtain lower shares in categories where promotional intensity is high.

The Study

We conducted the empirical investigation to examine the influence of consumers, retailers, and manufacturers on private label success. We describe our data sources and then present the results.

Data Sources

Our data come from both primary and secondary sources. Because our market share data were for the calendar year 1987, whenever possible we attempted to find data for the explanatory variables for a comparable time period.

• Private Label Market Share. We obtained share data for 1987 from the SAMI database. The SAMI retail audit data were collected from a sample of supermarkets and therefore have a strong grocery orientation. The mix of categories is quite heterogeneous. The categories themselves typically were defined by the firms subscribing to the syndicated data and therefore tend to vary in their aggregation. In spite of this shortcoming, the SAMI categories represent a consensus of managerial judgment on what constitutes a category. We began with data for 210 categories, but, due to missing information, we ended up with 180 categories: dry grocery food (92 categories), dry grocery nonfood (35), frozen foods (16), refrigerated foods (14), and health and beauty aids (23). The SAMI data are broken down into regular private label and generic components. Generic products, however, represent a small fraction. We use total private label share as our unit of analysis, although the results are the same even when generics are excluded.

• Total Retail Sales Dollars and Gross Profit Margin. We obtained information about category size and profitability from Supermarket Business. This trade publication conducts a comprehensive annual survey of the food retailing industry. It surveys manufacturers, retailers, and other informed parties using questionnaires and secondary research. The product category breakdown used by Supermarket Business is directly comparable to the SAMI categorization. We obtained the following measures of category size: (1) total dollar supermarket sales (stores with more than $2 million annual sales); (2) total dollar grocery sales (includes supermarket and other food stores); and (3) total dollar retail sales (includes supermarkets, grocery stores, and all others). We also obtained an estimate of percent gross profit margin for each category.

• Product Variety. We calculated various measures of category-level variety using InfoScan data for the Chicago market in 1991. Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) creates InfoScan from scanner data from a representative sample of supermarkets. IRI also maintains a comprehensive product dictionary, which we used to double-check data in several instances. For each category, we obtained the following measures: (1) the number of national manufacturers; (2) the number of distinct brand names; and (3) the total number of Universal Product Codes (UPCs) in the category. UPCs are used to uniquely identify a particular item. These three measures represent conceptually distinct aspects of differentiation, although they all were correlated highly. Although we used the number of manufacturers in our empirical work, number of brands or UPCs provided very similar results. In order to capture the role of product proliferation as a consequence of the explosion of minor variants to basic brands in the 1980s, we computed the average number of UPCs per brand for each of the categories. This variable was uncorrelated with both the number of manufacturers and the number of brands, suggesting that proliferation within a category (measured by UPCs/brands) is a distinct concept from variety in the category.

• Advertising Expenditures by National Brands. Data on national advertising expenditures in 1987 came from Leading National Advertisers (LNA). LNA monitors national advertising on nine media (TV, radio, print, magazine, outdoor, etc.) at the brand name level (e.g., Tide detergent, Kellogg cereals). It reports the top ten advertisers for each category and the total category. In general, the product category classification used by LNA is more inclusive than that used by SAMI. For ex-
ample, SAMI breaks pet food into dog and cat food that comes in wet, semi-moist, and dry versions, whereas LNA aggregates all of these product types into an overall pet food category. When there was no one-to-one correspondence between SAMI and LNA (this occurred in about 50 percent of the categories), we made our best estimate in one of two ways: (1) we divided the LNA category into more specific SAMI categories based on individual brand names, or (2) we apportioned total advertising dollars on the basis of category size (i.e., relative retail dollars based on the *Supermarket Business* data). If these methods didn't work, we combined multiple categories. For example, we aggregated several varieties of frozen vegetables (peas, beans, carrots) into one larger category and then weighted the other explanatory variables by their level of retail sales dollars.

We measured advertising in terms of advertising dollars per national manufacturer rather than the absolute level of advertising. We did this in order to control for category size; large categories tend to have more advertising. The measure serves as a proxy for the advertising “hurdle rate” or bond that new entrants to the category must meet. And the measure also reduces the likelihood that we would find a negative relationship between advertising and private label share simply because categories with a greater private label presence have less national advertising.

**Pricing and Promotions.** We obtained price data from a large supermarket chain in Chicago. For each category, we determined the average price of the private label (some categories have multiple private label items) and the average price of the leading national brands over a one-year period. One minus the ratio of these two prices represents the discount at which the private label sells. The InfoScan data provided us with a measure of the level of promotion intensity: the percentage of unit sales sold with some form of promotional support (e.g., price reduction, feature advertising, in-store display).

**Private Label Product Quality.** We derived all of the previously described measures using reputable secondary data. When it came to obtaining information on private label product quality, we quickly realized that there was no secondary data source comprehensive enough to cover all the SAMI product categories. For example, *Consumer Reports* typically reviews consumer packaged goods less than once per issue. Therefore, we conducted a survey of retail experts. We identified quality assurance managers at the fifty largest supermarket chains and grocery wholesalers in the United States from *Thomson Food Industry Register.* The companies were widely dispersed across the country. These experts typically have graduate education in food science and have wide experience testing numerous product categories. We contacted each of these experts by telephone to solicit their participation and then sent them a questionnaire. Thirty-two people returned the survey (64 percent), resulting in twenty-five usable sets of responses (50 percent).

For each of the original 210 SAMI categories, the experts answered two questions concerning quality:

1. How does the quality of the best private label supplier compare to the leading national brands in the product category? The respondents gave a rating using a one equals “much worse” to five equals “about the same” scale.

2. Compared to other product categories, how much total variability is there in the quality of the private labels in the category? The respondents gave a rating using a one equals “much more” to five equals “much less” scale.

The experts received a one-page set of instructions explaining what we meant by each question and how to use the scales. The first question measures the retailer’s ability to procure high-quality private labels. The second question measures the consumer’s risk of buying a low-quality private label due to variability. Variability in private label product quality may arise from variability in a given retailer’s private label quality over time and from variability in quality across retailers at a point in time. We hoped that the two questions would provide us with surrogate measures of central tendency and dispersion in private label product quality across categories. These measures are meant to capture “objective” quality rather than quality as perceived by consumers. Although an exact correspondence may not exist between objective and perceived quality, convergence seems likely given the market level aggregation of our study.

The overriding sentiment of these experts was that quality of the best private label was quite close to that of the national brands (average of 4.6 on the 5-point scale). It is most likely that our experts were partisan to private labels. In fact, one aspect of their jobs involves monitoring and improving private label quality. For present purposes, however, it is not particularly problematic if the experts show a positive bias toward private labels; what is more important is whether the expert ratings help distinguish higher- from lower-quality private labels across categories. Another potential problem, however, has to do with the underlying causality between private label share and our experts’ quality ratings. In other words, does the relative success of a private label, observable by the expert, lead them to infer something about product quality? This problem is similar to
that faced by researchers examining the relation between quality and market share using the PIMS database, which also relies on expert judgment. Given these issues, we searched for a convergent measure of quality.

We went through each issue of Consumer Reports (CR) for the past six years and found evaluations of thirty-six of the same product categories rated by our retail quality control experts. For each of those categories, CR provides rank-order quality information for leading national brands and some selected private labels (e.g., Safeway, Pathmark, Kroger). We computed two variables from the CR data: (1) relative rank of the best private label and (2) relative average rank of all private labels. These two measures correspond roughly with the experts’ ratings of quality of the best private label and quality variability. We averaged the quality ratings for the experts for each of the product categories and then computed the correlation between the average ratings of our retail experts and the CR ratings. The correlations were surprisingly high, an average of .77. Although these findings do not completely validate our measure of quality, they do suggest convergent validity.

**Extent of Retail Distribution.** In order for a private label to have a large market share, there must be manufacturers that are willing to make it, and it must have wide distribution. Distribution penetration information for private labels is not readily available. Therefore, we used as our measure of market penetration the percentage of respondents who reported that their store carried a private label brand for each category. Our objective in controlling for distribution was to place private labels in all categories on a somewhat more level playing field. That is, by assuming that private labels were widely distributed in all categories, we could identify the other factors that influence relative success across categories.

**Results**

Our data analysis strategy was to estimate a series of hierarchically related regression models. The main objective was to examine the relationship between private label market share and the consumer, retailer, and manufacturer related variables while controlling for the impact of private label availability.

As we have indicated, we considered nine variables that could potentially account for private label success:

- Quality of the best private label;
- Quality variability of the private label;
- Category gross margin;
- Category retail sales;
- Level of price discount of private labels off national brands;
- Number of national manufacturers in the category;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2  Data Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Label Market Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Quality (1-5 scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Variability (1-5 scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Sales (in millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1- (private label/ national brand)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of National Manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Advertising/Manufacturer (in millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferation of Items (number of UPCs/number of brands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion Intensity (percent sold on deal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerated Foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonfood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Beauty Aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Sales (in dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Discount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion Intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Amount of national advertising per manufacturer;
- Item proliferation; and
- Promotion intensity.

We controlled for extent of retail distribution.

In Table 2, we summarize the statistics. The results are summarized in Table 3, where we show the standardized beta coefficients for the independent variables along with their associated t-statistics and an adjusted R² as an indication of overall fit. We estimated three different models. In Model 1, we grouped products into four broad categories: food, refrigerated (and frozen) food, nonfood, and health and beauty aids (HBA). In Model 2, we added the consumer, retailer, and manufacturer variables just described. In Model 3, we dropped out the four merchandise group variables in order to capture the effect of the variables.

When compared to food products, the Model 1 results show that private labels in refrigerated and frozen foods garner higher market shares whereas nonfood and HBA items obtain lower shares. This suggests that it is easier for retailers to imitate and offer value in prepared food products. This simple model explains almost 50 percent of the variation in share performance but, of course, does not provide much in terms of understanding or policy implications.

The Model 2 results demonstrate how the actions and interests of consumers, retailers, and manufacturers influence the performance of private labels. This model explains over 70 percent of the variation in share performance. The results indicate that private labels do better in categories where product quality is high and variability is low. The depth of the price discount is not a significant factor in explaining market share. Likewise, promotion intensity has no significant impact. Therefore, quality is more important than price. The results for gross margin and retail sales support the idea that retailers find it more attractive to invest in their private label program dollars in larger, more profitable categories.

The results concerning numbers of manufacturers and national advertising corroborate the notion that variety and advertising serve as barriers to entry to retailers. However, item proliferation in a category does not affect private label shares systematically. Perhaps it is the complexity of competition created by many players rather than the absolute proliferation of items that deters retailers. One could argue, however, that the negative effect of the number of manufacturers on private label share is a simple matter of arithmetic — more players means lower share for everybody, national brands included. In some sense this is probably true,
but our data indicate that the effect is much stronger for private labels.  

A comparison of Models 1 and 2 suggests that consumer, retailer, and manufacturer variables account for a good portion of the observed differences in private label shares between the broad merchandise groups. The Model 3 results corroborate this view. In order to assess the robustness of these results, we conducted a series of cross-validations of Model 3, as shown in the fourth column in Table 3.

Figure 2 illustrates our main findings. Private labels enjoy more success in categories where quality levels are high and variability low. They also do better in large (dollarwise) product categories that offer the retailer attractive gross margins. Private labels experience difficulties when competing against multiple national manufacturers that invest significant resources into media advertising.

Implications of the Findings

Retailer Perspective

Private labels vary dramatically across categories, both in the level of quality achievable and in the variability of that quality. It is apparent that, in some categories, consumers trade off quality for price in going to a private label whereas in other categories, consumers can attain comparable quality to national brands at a lower price. The strong relationship between private label quality and share confirms the trade press contention that the quality of private labels is a key element in success. As consumers are most interested in quality, a viable retailer strategy would be to buy from private label manufacturers that offer the best quality possible and to position themselves as offering quality similar to that of the national brands. It also suggests that retailers should think twice before offering a private label in a category where current technology prevents them from getting close to the national brands. Our findings do not support the view that consumers buy private labels merely because they are cheap; the price discount off the national brand has no significant relationship with private label share (if anything, it is in the opposite direction), suggesting that other factors explain success better. Retailer efforts to upgrade the overall quality of private label programs deserve careful attention. In many categories, consumers have sufficient familiarity with product benefits and attributes to make informed quality judgments. Here retailers can gain substantial market presence by offering high-value (high quality-lower relative price) private labels.

On the face of it, the relations between gross margin and category retail sales and private label share do not offer clean policy recommendations because it is difficult to determine causal direction. It does make intuitive sense that given scarce resources retailers should allocate merchandising effort to private labels according to category size and profitability, as apparently is guiding current practice. The underlying reasons for this have to do with retailer return on investment and the fact that in large profitable categories, retailer brands may be less likely to attract competitive responses from manufacturers.

Finally, retailers are less likely to succeed with private labels in categories where manufacturers have made substantial advertising commitments to brand equity and where there are many branded players. This affirms the view that advertising continues to play a vital competitive role for manufacturers in establishing brand preference among consumers and differentiating brands from lower price threats. The presence of many manufacturers in a category also intensifies competition in a variety of ways, the net result being a lower probability of private label success. It is interesting that other measures of competitiveness such as promotion intensity and prolif-
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eration are unrelated to private label success. Our study
tends to show that competitiveness is a multidimension-

al idea best captured by the number of players rather
than by narrower measures of competition.

In conclusion, we believe that retailers would do well
to concentrate on categories where they can offer quality
levels comparable to those of national brands. They
should be less concerned with delivering deeply dis-
counted prices. They also are well advised to tread lightly
in categories where the number of national brand
manufacturers and their advertising efforts make the
arena more competitive.

Manufacturer Perspective

Manufacturers do not tend to think of retailer private
labels in the way they think about other national
brands, although there is some sign that this may be
changing. This tendency may exist because private labels
historically are followers, not innovators, and be-
cause private labels have limited advertising budgets.

Our research implies that this complacency may be
dangerous. The increasing difficulty of finding truly in-
novative new products for manufacturers and the largely
exploited goodwill that retailer trademarks have in
their trading areas combine to dull the edge that manu-
facturers have over retailers. As discussed above, the
availability of high-quality products for private label
programs affords a serious threat to national manu-
facturers. This is particularly the case for the third or fourth
ranked manufacturer in a category with a "me-too"
product. Indeed, as more categories mature and com-

petition intensifies, manufacturing capacity that had previ-
ously been devoted to national brands will become avail-
able to retailers. Our findings suggest that this process is
likely to be exacerbated in larger, high-margin categories.
Product proliferation merely to increase variety or pro-
motion expenditures merely to buy sales appear not to
inhibit private label success.

Advertising, on the other hand, can safeguard against
private label success. The traditional formula for build-
ing brands — to solve a consumer problem with a high-
quality product and communicate it through advertising
— has not lost relevance in creating differentiation
and insulating manufacturers from price competition.
Paradoxically, the presence of a large number of com-
petitors has a silver lining for national brand manufac-
turers in that it does appear to deter retailer entry. In the
absence of strident efforts at differentiation, it is entirely
conceivable that more and more sophisticated retail
marketing programs will relegate some branded manu-
facturers to the wings, as has been the case in several
countries in Western Europe.

Limitations and Future Research

The purpose of our research was to establish some basic
facts about private label success as measured by aggre-
gate market share. There are some important limitations
to an aggregate study. First, the fact that private labels
have low share in a category at large does not imply that
a particular retailer cannot create a successful program
in that category. We have no means of measuring execu-
tion ability and differences in the quality of the mer-
chandising and marketing support. Second, share alone
is an incomplete indicator of success. Although private
label market shares in the ready-to-eat breakfast cereal
category are low (less than 3 percent on average in
1987), the category is the second largest in the super-
market and provides tremendous dollar sales and profit
opportunities for the retailer.

Findings at the aggregate level nevertheless have value
— our study does establish the characteristics of cate-
gories where private labels do achieve market share suc-
cess. For retailers, this means that they can account for
these factors in evaluating the performance of their pri-
ivate labels across categories. The study may also provide
a diagnostic tool for targeting categories in which to de-
velop private labels. For manufacturers, the framework is
useful in identifying those categories where a private
label is likely to be a serious threat now or in the near fu-
ture. Our findings are also instructive in their affirm-
ation of much industry conventional wisdom regarding
the importance of differentiation, via product quality
and advertising, as a means of sustaining a competitive
edge.♦
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